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Abstract

We define a basic calculus MLN for manipulating symbolic names inspired by λ-calculi with extensible
records. The resulting calculus supports the use of symbolic names for meta-programming and program-
ming in-the-large, it subsumes Ancona and Zucca’s CMS, and partly Nanevski and Pfenning’s ν�, and
seems able to model some aspects of the mechanism of Java class loaders. We present two different ex-
tensions of the basic calculus, the first consider the interaction with computational effects (in the form of
imperative computations), the second shows how CMS can be naturally encoded into MLN .

1 Introduction

We introduce a basic λ-calculus MLN for manipulating (symbolic) names. The calculus involves three distinct
concepts (besides names X ∈ N):

• terms e ∈ E, a closed term corresponds to an executable program

• name resolvers, mapping names to terms, more specifically they denote partial functions N
fin→ E, we

write r.X for the term obtained by applying r to resolve name X

• fragments box r.e are terms abstracted w.r.t. a resolver r, i.e. they denote functions (N
fin→ E) → E, we

write e〈r〉 for the term obtained by linking fragment e using resolver r.

The aim of MLN is to provide a uniform framework for modeling several uses of symbolic names in program-
ming. We were motivated by the use of symbolic names for programming in-the-large, like that supported by
module systems [Car97, AZ02], and for meta-programming, more specifically partial evaluation [JGS93, Dav96],
staging [Tah99, She01], and run-time code generation [DP01, Nan02]. MLN turns out to be a simple core cal-
culus with a limited form of extensible records [CM94], indeed a record amounts to a partial function mapping
names (of components) to their values.
MLN captures smoothly most of the peculiar aspects of CMS and ν� (except freshness), while overcoming
some deficiencies and (unnecessary) complexities of these calculi.

• In CMS recursion is bundled in mixin, and removing it results in a very in-expressive calculus. On
the contrary, MLN is an interesting calculus even without recursion. The addition of recursion to MLN

follows mainstream approaches (either a fix-point combinator fix x.e or mutual recursive declarations
let ρ in e) and is orthogonal to the features for name management.

Moreover, in MLN one can express some form of dynamic linking, whereas in CMS operations on modules
corresponds to traditional static linking. In particular, it seems able to model some aspects of the
mechanism of Java class loaders [LB98].

• In ν� the typing rules for �-types are inspired by S4 modal logic and are quite restrictive, such restrictions
have no reason to exist in MLN . To describe interesting examples of meta-programming in ν� one has
to exploit features such as creation of fresh names and support polymorphism, while in MLN the same
examples can be described in a simpler way, by exploiting the name management facilities borrowed from
CMS.
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2 A basic calculus with names: MLN

This section describes syntax and type system of MLN , by focusing on the novel features. The syntax is
abstracted over basic types b, term variables x ∈ X, resolver variables r ∈ R and symbolic names X ∈ N:

• τ ∈ T: : = b | τ1 → τ2 | [Σ|τ ] types, where Σ ∈ Σ
∆= N

fin→ T is a signature {Xi: τi|i ∈ m}

• e ∈ E: : = x | λx.e | e1 e2 | er.X | e〈er〉 | box r.e terms

• er ∈ ER: : = r | ? | er{X: e} name resolvers.

We give an informal semantics of MLN . The type [Σ|τ ] classifies fragments which produce a term of type τ
when linked with a resolver for Σ. The terms er.X and e〈er〉 use er to resolve name X and to link fragment
e. The term box r.e represents the fragment obtained by abstracting e w.r.t. r. The resolver ? cannot resolve
any name, while er{X: e} resolves X with e and delegates the resolution of other names to er.
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